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ABSTRACT
In this paper a multi-environment adaptation technique
based on minimum mean squared error estimation is
proposed. MEMLIN, Multi-Environment Models based
LInear Normalization, consists on a feature adaptation
using stereo data and several basic defined environments.
The target of this algorithm is to learn the difference
between clean and noisy feature vectors associated to a
pair of gaussians (one for a clean model, and the other
one for a noisy model), for each basic environment.
This knowledge, the gaussians associated, the conditional
probability between clean and noisy gaussians, and the
environments are the data used to compensate the mismatch
between clean and noisy vectors. This algorithm obtains
important improvements regarding other techniques that
look for similar targets. The experimental results with the
SpeechDat Car database shows an average improvement of
more than 68 %, concerning the baseline, over 7 different
defined environments.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that changes between the testing and
training environments deteriorate the performance of the
speech recognition systems. Many algorithms have been
developed to compensate the environment mismatch, but
all of them can be grouped into two rough categories [1]:
feature compensation or normalization, that modifies the
feature vectors, and model adaptation, in which the acoustic
model parameters are adjusted. Hybrid techniques exist
[2], and they have proved to be effective. The use of one
or other sort of algorithms depends on the circumstances:
normalization needs less data and time to compensate than
model adaptation, whereas model adaptation can be more
specific [3].
Feature compensation algorithms based on Minimum
Mean Squared Error, MMSE, estimation constitute a very
important research line. Techniques like multivariate
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gaussian based cepstral normalization algorithm, RATZ
[4] and Stereo based Piecewise LInear Compensation
for Environments, SPLICE [5] are a good example of
MMSE based feature compensation. In this paper a multienvironment models based linear normalization, MEMLIN,
is proposed and compared against a SPLICE version
for multi-enviroments, named here SPLIC-ME. MEMLIN
introduces a correction factor which dependents on a clean
and noisy gaussian models and the conditional probability
of the clean model given the noisy model and the noisy
vector. MEMLIN learns one transformation vector for each
pair of clean and noisy gaussians, however SPLICE defines
only a transformation vector for each noisy gaussian.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the
MMSE estimator is presented, and the expression for
SPLICE and MEMLIN are obtained pointing out the main
differences between both techniques. The calculation of
the different parameters needed in the estimator is studied
in section 3 for the different algorithms. The results with
SpeechDat Car database [6] are presented and discussed
in the section 4. Finally, the conclusions are included in
section 5.
2. MMSE ESTIMATOR
Given the clean feature vector x, and the noisy one, y, the
clean estimation vector, x̂, can be calculated by MMSE
estimation:
Z
x̂ = E[x|y] =
xp(x|y)dx
(1)
x

The problem is how the probability density function
(PDF) of x given y, p(x|y), can be obtained. In order
to calculate it, some approximations can be applied. The
kind of algorithm and the final results depend on these
assumptions.
MEMLIN and SPLIC-ME suppose that noisy feature
vector follows the distribution of mixture of gaussians for
each basic environment:
X
p(y|sey )p(sey )
(2)
pe (y) =
sey

p(y|sey ) = N (y; µsey , Σsey )

(3)

Where e represents the environment index, sey denotes
the correspondent gaussian of the noisy model for the e
environment, µsey , Σsey , and p(sey ) are the mean vector, the
diagonal covariance matrix, and the weight associated to sey .
MEMLIN assumes that clean feature vector model
follows the distribution of mixture gaussians:
X
p(x) =
p(x|sx )p(sx )
(4)
sx

p(x|sx ) = N (x; µsx , Σsx )

(5)

Where sx denotes the correspondent gaussian of the
clean model, µsx , Σsx , and p(y|sx ) are the mean, diagonal
covariance matrix, and the weight associated to sx .
On the one hand, MEMLIN approximates the PDF of x
given y, sey , and sx , as gaussian whose covariance matrix,
Σsx ,sey , depends on sx , and sey , and the mean vector is a
linear transformation of the noisy vector that depends on
sey , sx , and αe , which is the weight associated to each
environment. rsx ,sey is called the transformation vector,
and represents the difference between clean and noisy data
given a clean model gaussian, and a noisy model one of an
environment:
X
p(x|y, sey , sx ) = N (x; y −
αe rsx ,sey , Σsx ,sey )
(6)
e

On the other hand, SPLIC-ME assumes that the PDF
of x given y, and sey , is gaussian whose covariance matrix,
Σsey , depends on sey , and the mean vector, is a linear
transformation of the noisy vector that depends on sey , and
αe . rsey is, in this case, the transformation vector:
p(x|y, sey ) = N (x; y −

X

αe rsey , Σsey )

(7)

e

Approximating x for the mean of (6) or (7), according
to the algorithm, (1) can take the following forms for
MEMLIN (8), and SPLIC-ME (9):
XXX
x̂t ' yt −
αe,t rsx ,sey p(sey |yt )p(sx |sey , yt ) (8)
sx

e

sey

x̂t ' yt −

XX
e

αe,t rsey p(sey |yt )

(9)

sey

Where t is a temporal index, p(sey |yt ) is the probability
of sey given yt , and p(sx |sey , yt ) is the probability of the
clean model gaussian given the noisy one, and yt .
If the environment is known, it can be considered that
there is only one environment and the index e can be
avoided in the expressions before. This modification in
MEMLIN equations is what we have defined as Multivariate

Model based Cepstral Normalization, MMCN, and the
transformation of SPLIC-ME is SPLICE [5].
The use of several environments in MEMLIN and SPLICME is a great advantage from the single environment techniques (MMCN and SPLICE). If the environments are well
defined and cover the main part of the feature space, it is
very difficult to find noisy phrases that only belong to one
environment, and a linear combination of environments is a
better representation of the phrase. In this sense, to consider
the clean vector estimation as a multi-environment linear
combination brings better results.
On the other hand, the use of clean and noisy
models in the MEMLIN and MMCN adaptation is another
advantage concerning to SPLIC-ME and SPLICE. Real
contamination produces a nonlinear shift [4] over the clean
feature vectors. So, clean vectors associated to a certain
gaussian of the clean model do not always have the same
associated gaussian in noisy speech model when they are
contaminated. MEMLIN and MMCM model this effect by
using a conditional probability model between noisy and
clean gaussians, p(sx |sey , yt ). So, defining a transformation
vector for each noisy gaussian (this is what SPLICE
and SPLIC-ME do), is not the best solution. However,
MEMLIN and MMCN learn one transformation vector for
each pair of gaussians (one for the clean model, and the
other one for the noisy model). It is reasonable to think
that MEMLIN, which benefits from the use of several
environments and two models, will obtain better recognition
results than MMCN, SPLIC-ME, or SPLICE.
3. MMSE PARAMETERS ESTIMATION
In order to calculate x̂t , it is necessary to estimate: αe,t ,
and p(sey |yt ) for MEMLIN and SPLIC-ME, which have
to be calculated each time instant with each noisy feature
vector we want to normalize, and rsx ,sey , p(sx |set , yt ), for
MEMLIN, and rsey , for SPLIC-ME, which need a training
process with stereo data for each environment.
In order to calculate αe,t , an iterative solution is
considered. Each moment, t, a noisy feature vector is
available, yt . The calculation of the environment weight
in this moment will be:
pe (yt )
αe,t = β · αe,t−1 + (1 − β) P
e pe (yt )

(10)

Where β is the memory constant.
αe,0 for all
environments are considered uniform. Also, p(sey |yt ) can
be calculated using (3) and Bayes:
p(yt |sey )p(sey )
p(sey |yt ) = P
e
e
sey p(yt |sy )p(sy )

(11)

The available stereo data for each environment for the
training process are: Xe = {xe1 , ..., xeTe }, for clean feature

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

E7

MWER

C0-C0

1.90

2.64

1.81

1.75

1.62

0.64

0.35

1.75

C0-C2

5.91

14.49

14.55

20.17

21.07

16.19

35.71

16.21

C2-C2

10.39

19.38

16.78

16.41

17.73

13.65

9.86

15.56

Table 1. WER baseline results
vectors and Ye = {y1e , ..., yTe e } for noisy ones. With these
data, rsx ,sey , and rsey can be obtained with the Maximum
Likelihood algorithm, ML. The maximization function is
(12) for MEMLIN and (13) for SPLIC-ME, and the optimal
solutions using the Expectation Maximization algorithm
EM [7] are (14), and (15).
X
X
L(Ye ) =
log(
p(sey )N (y; µsey + rsx ,sey , Σsx ,sey ))
sey

te

L(Ye ) =

X

log(

X

p(sey )N (y; µsey + rsey , Σsey ))

sey

te

P

p(sx |xete )p(sey |ytee )(ytee − xete )
P
e
e e
te p(sx |xte )p(sy |yte )
P
p(sey |yte )(yte − xete )
= te P e e ee
te p(sy |yte )
te

rsx ,sey =
rsey

(12)
(13)

(14)
(15)

Where te = (1, ..., Te ). p(sx |xete ) is the probability of
sx given the clean feature vector. It can be calculated in a
similar way of (11).
The conditional probability, p(sx |sey , yt ), can be estimed
with the training phrases set by relative frecuency. For each
stereo pair of vectors, the most probable pair of gaussians
is obtained. After that, the conditional probability model
between gaussians can be obtained:
p(sx |sey , yt ) =

CN (sx |sey )
N

(16)

where CN (sx |sey ) is the number of times that the most
probable pair of gaussians is sx , and sey . N is the number of
times that the most probable gaussian for noisy vector is sey .
The expressions for MMCN and SPLICE can be
obtained from (11), (14), and (15), avoiding the e index.
4. RESULTS
A set of experiments have been carried out using the
Spanish SpeechDat Car database [6]. Seven environments
are defined: car stopped, motor running (E1), town
traffic, windows close and climatizer off (silent conditions)
(E2), town traffic and noisy conditions: windows open
and/or climatizer on (E3), low speed, rough road, and
silent conditions (E4), low speed, rough road, and
noisy conditions (E5), high speed, good road, and silent

conditions (E6), and high speed, good road, and noisy
conditions (E7).
The task used is isolated and continuous digits. All
the phrases are 16 KHz sampled. The clean signals are
recorded with a close talk microphone (Shune SM-10A),
which we will call C0, and the noisy signals are recorded by
a microphone placed on the car ceiling in front of the driver
(Peiker ME15/V520-1): it is called C2. The SNR range for
the clean signals goes from 20 to 30 dB, and for the noisy
signals goes from 5 to 20 dB. 12 MFCC and energy are
computed each 10 ms using a 25 ms hamming window.
The feature normalization techniques are applied over
the 12 MFCC and delta energy. The clean and noisy models
are built for these feature vectors with 8, 16, or 32 gaussians.
For recognition, the feature vector is composed of the
12 normalized MFCC with cepstral mean substraction, the
first and second derivative and the normalized delta energy,
given a feature vector of 37 coefficients. The phonetic
acoustic models are composed of 25 three state continuous
density HMM with 16 gaussians per state to model Spanish
phonemes and 2 silent models for long and interword
silents.
The baseline results for each environment are presented
in table 1. C0-C0 represents training and testing with clean
phrases, C0-C2 represents training with clean phrases and
testing with noisy ones. C2-C2 represents the results with
noisy signals and models, when they have been trained with
all the environments. It can be seen that C2-C2 obtains
better results than C0-C2 in most noisy environments, and
worse when the environment is not as noisy. This is the
compromise of the all environment noisy models.
The comparative results between the different techniques
can be seen in table 2. Next to the technique, appears the
number of model gaussians, 8, 16 or 32 (in MMCN and
MEMLIN the first number represents the number of clean
model gaussians, and the second is for the noisy one). The
improvement is calculated between C0-C0 and C0-C2, and
the mean of the improvement (MIMP) and the mean error rate (MWER) are presented in table 2 . MEMLIN and
SPLIC-ME use all environments to normalize (E1,...,E7).
SPLICE obtains an improvement around 50% with
32 gaussians. Otherwise, MMCN obtains better results
than SPLICE for each environment, except E6 and E3.
The improvement, in mean, is always bigger for the
same number of gaussians than SPLICE, obtaining almost

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

E7

MWER

MIMP

SPLICE 8

4.79

10.10

7.83

11.15

15.82

11.75

15.64

10.51

37.24

SPLICE 16

4.75

9.86

7.83

8.90

14.11

8.25

13.50

9.33

43.96

SPLICE 32

4.70

9.50

6.29

8.77

11.44

7.46

12.92

8.42

49.60

MMCN 8-8

4.79

8.06

8.39

11.53

14.11

11.11

15.31

9.81

42.06

MMCN 16-16

3.64

8.49

7.55

8.27

11.15

8.57

13.50

8.21

54.74

MMCN 32-32

3.35

8.74

6.57

7.64

9.89

7.94

12.58

7.65

58.85

SPLIC-ME 8

3.16

8.74

6.15

9.27

12.58

9.21

15.65

8.58

54.99

SPLIC-ME 16

3.45

8.23

5.87

7.77

10.77

7.78

13.95

7.71

58.94

SPLIC-ME 32

2.59

7.98

6.15

7.52

9.34

6.67

12.59

7.04

65.56

MEMLIN 8-8

3.16

8.49

6.43

9.27

11.91

9.05

14.97

8.39

56.00

MEMLIN 16-16

3.26

8.06

5.45

7.64

10.01

7.78

12.92

7.37

61.49

MEMLIN 32-32

2.49

7.80

5.03

6.64

9.25

6.51

11.22

6.62

68.50

Table 2. WER results with SPLICE, MMCN, SPLIC-ME, and MEMLIN techniques
59% with 32 gaussians. This improvement is produced
by the use of the conditional probability model between
noisy and clean gaussians in MMCN. The results of
MEMLIN and SPLIC-ME are better than MMCN or
SPLICE; this is because sometimes, test feature vectors
from an environment can be better represented by a linear
combination of several environments. The mean WER with
MEMLIN is always better than SPLIC-ME for the same
number of gaussians. These results show the improvement
that can be obtained by using multi-environment models
and modeling the conditional probability between noisy and
clean gaussians.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a two multi-environment
normalization technique using the MMSE estimator,
MEMLIN, and SPLIC-ME, which is a derived version of
SPLICE for multi-environments. MMCN, a simplification
for controlled environments of MEMLIN has been also
presented.
Experiments have been carried out with
the Spanish SpeechDat Car database. Seven different
environments have been defined according to the acoustic
conditions. Important error rate reductions have been
obtained with all the normalization techniques used. Multienvironment techniques, MEMLIN and SPLIC-ME, reduce
the error rate in more than 10% regarding the controlled
environment techniques, MMCN and SPLICE. Also,
modeling the conditional probability between noisy and
clean gaussians reduce the error rate in more than 9% for
controlled environments and a 3% in multi-environments.
A global improvement of 68.5% in the error rate is finally
obtained with MEMLIN using 32 gaussians to model noisy

and clean speech.
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